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1 ― NEWS & CURRENT AFFAIRS 

 

The Scottish news debate 

BBC news provision for audiences in Scotland has been the subject of debate inside and 

outside the BBC for some time. This has led to a number of initiatives by the BBC however 

the Council notes that there has been no substantial progress to date. The issues arose 

again in the Charter debate and this resulted in a further review of the question by the 

Executive. 

 

Audiences express a range of views to the Audience Council for Scotland. On the whole 

audiences in Scotland continue to place a very high value on BBC news. There has been 

outstanding journalism from BBC Scotland on the most important stories of recent years. 

Some in the audience feel there is too much news: news and current affairs programming 

comprises a majority of BBC Scotland’s total television hours. There is a section of the 

audience which is content with the status quo in news provision for Scotland: 

 

“I am quite happy with the balance the BBC strikes between conventional viewing 

choices and the new internet based platforms.  I also think that the range of 

information available from the BBC is amazing.” (Trust Charter consultation) 

 

Others feel that while Scotland and the UK have undergone significant political and social 

change in recent years, the formats and perspectives of BBC news have not kept pace.   

 

Issues 

From the section of the audience who have concerns about current provision, the main 

issues raised relate to balance of coverage between Scottish and other news, relevance to 

the Scottish audience , depth of analysis, perspective, accuracy/labelling, impartiality and 

breadth of opinion.    

 

One of the most commonly debated questions is about the balance between Scottish news 

and that from elsewhere: 

 

“Yes, give us more Scottish fare if it's quality… but save us from parochialism in any 

of its guises.”  (Glasgow, December 2015) 

 

“We want Scottish news, and also UK national, EU, international and global news – 

that’s not parochial – but decisions about news should be taken in Scotland” 

(Audience Council public meeting, Edinburgh, Nov 2015) 

 

Some would like to see more airtime on BBC Scotland TV to report on policy issues in 

detail, or to report important stories from the regions of Scotland.  For others, it is a more 

an issue of perspective: 



 

 

 

“The BBC are part of the establishment in London that’s the view their representing 

so when they see the world – doesn’t matter what part of the world whether it be 

Scotland or anywhere they see the world through the establishment view.” (Trust 

seminar, Glasgow, December 2015) 

 

Another key issue is the question of accuracy: 

 

“I will quite often listen to or watch the national news the so called “national news”, 

it’s coming from London and there will be discussion about concerns about the 

police force, concerns about education – they will bring in the education minister 

without saying that this is the education minister for England. So it gives a misleading 

view.” (Trust seminar, Glasgow, December 2015) 

 

Some feel there is insufficient news from the devolved nations reported on network 

bulletins and that audiences across the UK want to know more about the other nations of 

the UK.  

 

“I thought network was supposed to educate the UK about the UK―actually it’s 

been educating the UK about England, but not them about us” (Audience Council 

member) 

 

Some also comment that they see BBC network news as being too focussed on 

Westminster. Audience research for the Trust Review of BBC Coverage of Rural Areas 

(June 2014) found that:   

 

“In Scotland, many people mentioned the national news focus on the Grangemouth 

Labour Party selection story as being an example of the Westminster-led national 

news agenda in London/network being the lens through which Scotland was viewed. 

They agreed it was an important story but felt many other important news stories in 

Scotland had an equal or greater UK-wide relevance but were not covered on 

network news.” (BBC Trust Review of BBC Coverage of Rural Areas in the UK, page 67) 

 

Since the Scottish referendum, there has been a strand of audience comment about 

impartiality.  For some, the issue goes beyond the referendum to wider concerns about the 

how representative BBC reporting is of the spectrum of public opinion:  

 

“In political discussions, the spectrum of people is too narrow and establishment 

voices are dominant – it stifles real debate.” (Audience Council public meeting, Elgin, 

2015) 

 

There is also a question of balance - there was an untested perception among Council 

members, for instance, that the views of business leaders were quoted more frequently in 

BBC reports than those of union representatives. Members believe there is a risk that this 

could lead to an unduly narrow range of economic policy options being explored on BBC 

news.  

 



 

 

More widely, some in the audience voice a desire for deeper analysis and discussion to 

equip citizens to reach decisions; more emphasis on policy options and less on party politics; 

better reflection of a wide diversity of opinion; and greater sensitivity to the issues around 

impartiality noted above.   

 

Balance and accuracy 

The Council feels there are two fundamental underlying issues: balance and accuracy.  

 

Balance 

Audiences rely on BBC editors to choose and prioritise news that matters to them. Scottish 

audiences are naturally interested in Scotland but equally so in the UK, Europe and the 

wider world and Scotland’s position in relation to these. 

 

It may be that news priorities should ideally be calibrated to reflect these interests 

proportionately. However a significant amount of news on network bulletins, particularly 

the Six because it focusses on domestic UK concerns, is no longer directly relevant for 

audiences in Scotland because areas like education, policing and health are devolved. And 

audiences in Scotland can sometimes have a distinctive ‘take’ on the wider world which is 

not the same of that of audiences elsewhere in the UK, and this should sometimes be 

reflected.   

 

Radio Scotland does not operate on an opt-out model and the Council believes that its 

news and current affairs strands like Good Morning Scotland and Newsdrive successfully 

present local, UK and international news from a Scottish perspective, using material from 

other BBC services such as Radio 4 where appropriate, and commissioning its own original 

journalism and good quality interviews. This model allows for differentiation in treatment to 

be provided where appropriate: recent examples of this would be stories relating to 

immigration into the UK, the UK nuclear deterrent and the junior doctors dispute in 

England.  

 

It is sometimes appropriate to reflect a distinctive Scottish perspective in network reporting, 

such as the recent agreement on a fiscal framework for Scotland reached between the 

Scottish and UK governments. The appointment of a Scotland correspondent for BBC news 

meant that it was possible to cover this story for a UK audience while reflecting differing 

perspectives south and north of the border.  

 

Accuracy 

Because TV and radio are linear media, references in scripts to where stories ‘apply’ are 

easily missed even when they have been included. Audiences can therefore be unclear 

whether information applies to them or not, or think that it does when it actually doesn’t, 

as in the case of the recent junior doctors dispute in England. The same issue applies to 

caption such as ‘Health Minister’. In all of these circumstances, the end effect can be that 

audiences are misinformed: a problem of accuracy. These issues were raised in the King 

report in 2008.   

 

Balance and accuracy are vital for a public service broadcaster because democratic 

accountability can only work when citizens receive accurate information and analysis on the 

stories relevant to them. 



 

 

 

Glasgow-centricity 

A further issue is raised by audiences in relation to news from BBC Scotland is the range of 

TV coverage of news from around Scotland. Audience feedback indicates that there are still 

perceptions of “Central belt domination” or “Glasgow-centricity”: 

 

“Can we see more presenters from the North?”/ “Places like Moray are never 

reflected”/ “Orkney and Shetland have a full half hour of news, why can’t we?” 

(Audience Council engagement, Elgin) 

 

Audience members complain that some important stories from Scotland’s regions – like the 

row over the development of Marischal Square in Aberdeen, or the industrial dispute at 

ferry operator Caledonian MacBrayne in 2015 – do not make it onto ‘national’ BBC TV 

news.  

 

Members note that coverage of the arts in news programmes can appear to be “Central 

belt-centric”: that the Edinburgh Festivals are well covered but that other arts activities 

around Scotland are less well covered. BBC Scotland news programmes could give 

audiences a greater sense of the range of arts and cultural activities taking place across the 

country.  

 

Quality of Scottish news 

Although it is skewed towards particular demographic groups, Reporting Scotland remains 

BBC Scotland’s flagship news programme, Scotland’s most watched TV news bulletin, a 

driver of overall perceptions of the BBC, and ─ as the heart of the BBC Scotland news 

operation ─ a critical influence on the agenda and approach of all BBC news in and about 

Scotland. Some in the audience perceive Reporting Scotland as having a narrow, “parochial” 

agenda. 

 

“It’s too much murder and football, where’s the other news?” (Audience Council 

engagement, Elgin) 

 

These perceptions may derive from the limitations of its editorial brief as an “opt-out” 

programme restricted to “Scottish-only” news. A common strand in audience engagement 

stresses that they want reporting which places Scotland in its UK and wider global context. 

Members believe it is essential that the editorial ambition of Reporting Scotland or any 

successive format matches the highest audience expectations. 

 

Members feel that there is insufficient exploration and scrutiny on BBC Scotland of the 

work of the Scottish Parliament, the work of its committees and of the Scottish 

Government and local authorities: interrogation of the policies of all political parties should 

be strengthened in the interests of accountability.  

 

Conclusion 

Members believe that in any reshaping of overall news provision, it is important that every 

Scottish licence payer should notice a step change in range and quality.  

 



 

 

Members believe it is important that recalibration of balance and accuracy should start in 

the 6-7 news hour. This remains the heart of the BBC news offering for Scotland both in 

terms of audience size, and in setting BBC Scotland’s journalistic agenda which drives what 

can be offered on other outlets. Television also retains an authority and reputational impact 

yet to be displaced in the age of the internet. It remains critical too for licence payers who 

do not have access to broadband.  

 

But in order to reach the maximum number of licence payers, the recalibration should also 

extend beyond the 6-7 news hour to all other BBC news outlets which have audiences in 

Scotland.  

 

In its Charter submission the Council said that when the BBC last reviewed Scottish news in 

2010, it advised that Scottish content in the 6-7pm news hour was often ‘squeezed’ or 

duplicated, and that Scotland was not reflected strongly enough on network bulletins. The 

Council said that “the research indicated that there had been a move in opinion towards a 

news programme produced and presented in Scotland” and that “members continue to 

believe this to be necessary and timely solution.” 

 

As noted above, issues of balance and accuracy were identified by the Trust’s review 

Network News Coverage of the UK Nations (“The King report”) in June 2008. This 

recommended that the BBC be clearer in its journalism about which UK nation a policy or 

statistic refers to, to ensure that audiences are not given inaccurate information. Although 

the BBC is now better at doing this, there remains a need for further improvement. In its 

response to the report at that time the Trust noted “a wider concern expressed to the Trust 

that audiences see the BBC as too preoccupied with the interests and experiences of London, and 

that those who live elsewhere in the UK do not see their lives adequately reflected on the BBC. It is 

not acceptable that a BBC funded by licence fee payers across the whole country should not address 

the interests of them all in fair measure.”  

 

Impartiality  

The Charter debate offers a point of discontinuity at which some longer term issues in news 

provision can be considered. One of the most prominent in Council engagement in recent 

years has concerned impartiality.  

 

The ACS submission to the network news service review in January 2014 noted that 

audiences in Scotland acknowledge and value the overall quality of BBC news, saying 

“accuracy and impartiality are seen as pervasive qualities”. Radio 4’s journalism is, for many, 

a benchmark, although it is common to question how well the network covers Scottish 

affairs. Some are content: 

 

“I’m happy with how Radio 4 treats Scotland” (Audience Council engagement event, 

Falkirk) 

 

Some in the audience voiced concerns about impartiality arose during the Scottish 

referendum debate. In its submission to the Election Guidelines consultation in February 

2015, the Council noted that:  

 



 

 

“There was significant public debate about BBC impartiality in coverage of the 

Scottish referendum, an unprecedented event which presented new challenges for 

broadcasters. Various issues were raised for instance in relation to how interviews 

were conducted; how headlines are written; how the BBC should report on, and 

take part in the social media debate; how the BBC should respond to the audience 

demand for original journalism and analysis on key issues; whether BBC Scotland is 

adequately resourced to undertake such journalism; how to ensure that BBC 

journalism is not overly reliant on conventional sources of news; how it ensures that 

all parties are subject to equal levels of challenge; how to manage audience 

perceptions of the relative deployment of BBC Scotland and network reporters; and 

how it ensures that UK programmes do not present Anglo-centric perspectives 

where that is not appropriate.” 

 

In its Charter submission the Council noted that  

 

“The perspectives adopted in BBC journalism should evolve to reflect the increasing 

sophistication of the electorate. Journalism on social and political issues often seems 

to focus on differing party political positions and the tactics of a Westminster based 

two-party system… [but] audiences seek deeper understanding of issues than is 

provided by party political spokespersons or press offices. They would value 

journalism which brings a wider range of perspectives to bear on social and political 

issues, which explores different policy options and the data underpinning them. They 

would also value reporting of views and arguments from the wider extra-

parliamentary public policy sphere, including from social media.” 

 

Audiences have become more aware of the subjectivity involved in decisions about news 

coverage and this is likely to affect perceptions of impartiality and independence.  

 

Some feel that while “reporting of two opposed views” may achieve balance of a sort, but is 

usually not representative of a true range of opinion, and that presenting issues dualistically 

does not support mature public debate.  

 

“What stops them going beyond ‘this side says this, that side says that’?” (Audience 

Council member) 

 

Members believe it is important for the BBC to undertake work to ascertain that the news 

values of journalists and audiences still correlate.  

 

More recently an issue has arisen concerning stories which are important to audiences both 

north and south of the border but which need to be told from a different perspective. Much 

of the negative comment on coverage of the Scottish referendum related to a perceived 

mismatch in tone and content between UK and Scottish coverage. A similar problem arose 

in the UK election because the question of a possible SNP-Labour pact became an issue in 

the election debate itself; however feedback on general election coverage appeared more 

positive than that for the independence referendum. Audiences are sensitive to nuances in 

how these stories are covered, and members believe that handling them more sensitively 

could positively influence perceptions of impartiality.  

 



 

 

Other comments 

 

Online 

BBC Scotland online news provision continues to improve and audiences continue to grow. 

The inclusion of 16 and 17 year olds in the franchise for the referendum focused BBC 

Scotland on providing citizenship content for this section of the audience and this led to 

much constructive experimentation and innovation. Recently introduced features like 

‘Holyrood as it happened’ and live reporting on the ‘Scotland Live’ feed are offering 

responsive, informed and stylish reporting and comment on events as they unfold. Members 

feel this area of content should be expanded further: there is some audience comment that 

online journalism in Scotland is “thin”, compared to what is perceived as having been a rich 

online resource for the referendum.  

 

“I’d like Scottish online news to have the same sense of importance as the 

referendum stuff did” (Engagement event, Edinburgh).  

 

There is also some audience comment that online news for Scotland’s regions is 

rudimentary, and that BBC Online could make it easier for users to undertake their own 

research and follow-up. 

 

Current affairs discussion programmes on TV 

Programmes like Radio Scotland’s The Big Debate provide audiences with a unique, live 

public forum for holding politicians to account in a Scottish context. As BBC ONE’s Question 

Time demonstrates, this format can constitute an important form of democratic scrutiny 

which gives a voice to ordinary citizens alongside other formats like authored pieces or one-

to-one interviews and group discussions conducted or mediated by professional journalists. 

Question Time offers this opportunity at a UK level but affords little scope for citizen scrutiny 

of Scottish affairs before Scottish audiences. The format was deployed in the run-up to the 

referendum. However members believe that outside of extraordinary political 

circumstances like referendums, there should be some moderate provision of a Question 

Time type format for Scotland to allow for citizen scrutiny of Scottish politicians and 

decision-makers which is currently absent on television. 

 

Network radio 

Between them, Radios 1 and 2 have a powerful reach in Scotland. Both stations have 

developed high effective approaches to news selection and writing which are very successful 

for their audiences across the UK. There is scope for including more stories from the 

devolved nations, but it should be achieved in a way which does not damage the stylistic 

integrity of the networks.  

 

Radio Scotland 

Although there is persistent audience comment about what is perceived as a greater depth 

of analysis in news on Radio 4, audiences which consume their news from Radio Scotland 

appear largely satisfied with what is provided there. In recent months, there has been 

positive feedback about Good Morning Scotland.  

 

Investigative journalism 



 

 

The ‘BBC Scotland Investigates’ strand has achieved impact with stories like The Dog Factory 

on puppy farming and the child abuse documentary Sins of Our Fathers as have editions of 

Panorama produced by BBC Scotland such as Catch Me If You Can on doping in sport.  

Members comment that there appears to be an emphasis on consumer journalism and that 

this should be balanced with more investigations on social and political issues.  

 

Rural affairs 

Landward is widely praised for its rural affairs journalism and sometimes contrasted with 

Countryfile which is perceived to be closer to leisure programming.  

 

Late night current affairs 

Scotland 2014 (now Scotland 2016) replaced Newsnight Scotland in 2014. It pioneered a fresh 

approach to late night current affairs TV in Scotland but has struggled to achieve impact in 

terms of audiences or profile. It is important that BBC Scotland provides serious TV current 

affairs but there may have to be a reassessment of how that is best achieved.  

 

Network reporters 

One of the most persistent complaints in audience engagement is about the use of reporters 

from London to cover Scottish stories: “Don’t you trust the Scottish reporters?” 

(Engagement event, Edinburgh, 2015) 

 

 

2 ― BBC RADIO SCOTLAND 

 

Overall remit  

The Council’s view is that Radio Scotland continues to offer high quality, engaging content. 

There is a level of challenge in some of the content, especially NCA and some feature 

programmes. However provision of challenging, original work is not a marked characteristic 

of the station perhaps because of budgetary restraints. There has been innovation in 

comedy and music and an effort has been made, despite budgetary constraints, to introduce 

drama into the schedule on occasion.   

 

Members believe that Radio Scotland provides accurate, impartial and independent news 

and plays a leading role in reporting and scrutinising national political life. However they also 

consider that the station is unable to fulfil this role for Scotland to the degree that it should, 

or that Radio 4 does for the UK, as a result of budgetary constraints.  

 

News and sport  

News and current affairs has been strengthened with weekend editions of Good Morning 

Scotland and these have been well received by audiences. Reach for the strand has 

strengthened in the last year, adding around 50,000 listeners.  

 

The extended topical sequence Call Kaye has been generally welcomed. The editorial focus 

of the slot is now more socially relevant than that of the content it replaced. The inclusion 

of informed guests in the phone-in discussion is seen as more appropriate for a serious 

speech station. It was also perceived by some to be less Glasgow-centric than some of the 

content it replaced:  

 



 

 

“It’s more appealing, less flippant” (Audience engagement event, Elgin) 

 

There is extensive sports coverage of football and rugby and some other sports. There is 

comprehensive coverage on Saturdays with high quality commentaries and an extensive 

team of reporters from grounds around Scotland under the wing of the long established Off 

the Ball brand which has developed an appropriately irreverent Twitter page. The coverage 

offers a broadcast focal point for discussion and comment about football. Some audience 

members welcome what they perceive as a reduced focus on the ‘Old Firm’ and improved 

reflection of the game north and south of the central belt. Members believe it is a priority 

that BBC coverage continues to reflect this.     

 

BBC ALBA has pioneered coverage of women’s sport and this could be better reflected on 

Radio Scotland and other BBC Scotland services. As noted below, Radio na Gàidheal’s Spòrs 

na Seachdain is perceived by its listeners as a model for diverse, contemporary broadcast 

coverage of sport.  

 

Other speech 

General speech programmes on the network have evolved to be more reflective of 

contemporary interests. A culture- and lifestyle-related documentary strand has been placed 

at the centre of the schedule and there has been critical acclaim for programmes like A 

History of Scottish Literature and Helen MacInnes: Queen of Spies. Coverage of science has been 

introduced in the feature series Brainwaves. 

 

The network’s daytime arts strand The Janice Forsyth Show was recently refreshed and makes 

a strong contribution to the BBC’s creativity and cultural purposes. Members noted the 

range and quality of Radio Scotland’s coverage of the Edinburgh festivals. New comedy 

Breaking the News has brought a more contemporary, irreverent tone to the network. 

 

Religious programming is strongly appreciated, though it is asked by some why the content 

is broadcast on Sunday mornings when some of the target audience may be attending 

worship.  

 

Music 

The station offers a wider range of music made in Scotland than any other single medium, 

including work from new talent. The programmes are high quality and reflective of music 

making in a range of genres, fronted by a team of respected and well informed presenters. 

Genres range from contemporary and folk to jazz and classical music and there is dedicated 

output for Scottish sub-genres like piping and Scottish Dance Music and on Radio Shetland, 

Give Us A Tune.   

 

“I’d miss Travelling Folk if it wasn’t there” (Audience Council engagement event, Falkirk) 

 

A new programme The Quay Sessions with Edith Bowman recorded before a live audience 

celebrates the diversity of music made in contemporary Scotland.  

 

However music output is mostly broadcast in the evenings when radio audiences are lower, 

and is not accessible for the daytime audience. Members support the proposal put forward 

by BBC Scotland to carry the Radio Scotland service on two frequencies, focussing on 



 

 

speech on one and music on the other. This would make Radio Scotland’s specialist music 

programmes more readily available to a wider audience.  

 

Social media 

The network has been experimenting with a social media presence to encourage audience 

interaction. Over a quarter of all listening to the station was on a digital platform, with 

nearly19% on DAB. However, problems with accessibility on DAB in some areas remain a 

significant concern. 

 

Reflecting the nation 

Feedback suggests that audiences perceive radio as providing better coverage of local issues 

than TV. There is positive audience feedback about the local news opts: 

 

“The Highland news slot on the radio is very welcome – it’s good and should be 

expanded” (Audience engagement event, Elgin) 

 

Though Radio Scotland does adequately reflect the nation’s cultural diversity, there is scope 

to make this more comprehensive. The service licence states that the station should make a 

“very important contribution” to the BBC’s purpose to “reflect the UK’s nations, regions 

and communities”.  

 

This is a high bar but, members believe, an appropriate one. There is scope for Radio 

Scotland to provide deeper, richer and more consistent representation of the many 

geographic, ethnic, linguistic and cultural strands in the life of the nation.  Some key formats 

audiences expect to find in a national quality speech station such as drama and comedy are 

not consistently present in the schedule.  

 

Although Radio Scotland is Scotland’s only national broadcaster, its offer of comedy, drama 

and readings is not able to compete with that on Radio 4. Radio Scotland’s factual provision 

also falls short of that provided by Radio 4, which cannot be relied on to cover Scottish 

perspectives. Radio Scotland budgets do not fund in depth journalism on social and 

economic areas. Members believe that, as a result, there is a differential level of service in 

the BBC’s quality speech offer between the nations of the UK. 

 

Progress since previous review 

The previous service review of Radio Scotland in 2011 took place in the context of an 

efficiency savings exercise and was focussed in part on mitigating possible negative effects of 

budget reductions. The review concluded that listeners believed Radio Scotland was making 

an important contribution to the BBC’s public purposes, giving them something they could 

not receive anywhere else, and offered good value for money.  In the Council’s view, this 

overall assessment remains valid in 2016.  

 

In the review the Trust recommended action points to protect distinctiveness; to specify 

that the station is about the life, culture and affairs of Scotland; and to remove a 

requirement to broadcast “mainly popular music”. It was also recommended that the station 

consider ways to enhance local, UK, or international coverage without additional cost. The 

Trust also welcomed existing plans by management to introduce a schedule organised into 

time zones, and to attract more female listeners.  



 

 

 

The Council welcomes the progress which has been made on these issues, especially during 

a period of budgetary restraint.  

 

The schedule has been restructured to focus more on quality speech and on contemporary 

audience concerns. The key editorial changes have been welcomed by audiences. In music 

output, there is now a stronger emphasis on the station’s rationale to support and showcase 

music-making in Scotland. News and current affairs provision has been strengthened with 

weekend editions of Good Morning Scotland, a new format for the phone-in which increases 

the provision of serious speech in the mornings. A clearer logic has been brought to the 

schedule with speech during the day and music in the evenings. The Council believes that 

taken together, these changes have increased the station’s distinctiveness.  

 

Performance  

Audience feedback at meetings in Elgin, Glasgow and Edinburgh was broadly positive about 

the schedule changes. There is broadly favourable mention of the morning and lunchtime 

strands. Hours of listening also increased during the course of the year. Members note that 

the schedule is overall, innovative and lively. Feedback on the afternoon arts sequence has 

been consistently positive. At 21.1%, reach is comparable to that at the time of the last 

service review (22.2%), as are average hours of listening at just under 7 hours.   

 

There is a strong line-up of female presenters, and the proportion of female listeners has 

increased; however the station still skews to men, perhaps because of the strength of the 

Scottish sports offering. The station’s appeal to female listeners improved during 2015 but 

overall, it remains skewed towards older, ABC1 men. Audience appreciation indices have 

remained broadly steady in spite of substantial changes to the schedule and the presentation 

team.  

 

3 ― BBC RADIO NAN GAIDHEAL  

 

Overall remit  

The network fulfils its remit to deliver a comprehensive speech and music service for 

listeners seeking programmes in Gaelic about the life, culture and affairs of Scotland. Indeed, 

it quite properly goes well beyond the remit by covering UK and international news and 

broadcasting programmes of general interest to potential listeners. The content is high 

quality, and engaging, sometimes original and innovative, and it nurtures a range of Gaelic 

talent.  

 

News and sport 

Some listeners perceive an element of lack of challenge in the station’s journalism (“They 

need something more topical like Jeremy Vine, more interactive”- Glasgow). Council 

members note that the station operates on very low budgets, and that its performance is 

compared with that of comparatively much better resourced networks like Radio Scotland 

and Radio 4. In spite of these resource constraints, the station provides high quality, 

imaginative and timely coverage of world events through its use of Gaelic speakers residing 

abroad.  

 



 

 

The morning news sequence Aithris na Maidne remains the backbone of the service. Some 

question whether it is sufficiently distinctive from Good Morning Scotland: there was demand 

for national stories to be retold from a distinctively local perspective.  

 

“We don’t want to hear a translation of Radio Scotland” 

(Gaelic engagement event, Stornoway) 

 

There was feedback that some major stories relevant to Gaeldom and the language were 

not covered, and that no investigative work appears on the programme.  

 

“There’s too many press release stories, there’s not enough questioning” 

(Gaelic engagement event, Stornoway) 

 

“Prògram Choinnich [the 9-10am discussion/feature format] does some of the 

journalistic job” (Gaelic engagement, Sabhal Mòr Ostaig)   

 

There was clearly an appetite for more challenging journalism both among the core 

audience in the North West and in the cities (“I’d like more current affairs to enthuse me about 

current issues” - Glasgow). 

 

Opportunities for debate were provided during the referendum, and there is daily topical 

discussion in the highly popular Coinneach MacIomhair and Feasgar strands, where there is 

also some coverage of the arts. Other than these news and topical strands, there is no 

current affairs provision outside of election or referendum periods.  

 

The service licence states that the station should make a very important contribution to 

reflecting the Gaelic community. The station is indeed an anchor of that community and is 

an essential component in the continuing survival of Gaelic culture and language. But it was 

suggested in audience feedback that the network develop a format for Scotland’s various 

Gaelic speaking communities to come together to discuss issues common to them all. 

 

Sports output has a particularly strong following, with many citing Spòrs na Seachdain as a 

model for radio sports broadcasting:  

 

“Spòrs na Seachdain is the best sports programme on radio” (Gaelic engagement event, 

Sabhal Mòr Ostaig) 

 

“It’s great - it’s different from the sports coverage on Radio Scotland” (Gaelic 

engagement event, Stornoway) 

 

Features and music 

There is regular feature and documentary programming which has recently focussed on the 

commemoration of World War 1 (Seachdain sa Chogadh, Cuimhneachain Cogaidh) which has 

a particular resonance for Gaelic communities.  

 

“What they do do is very good, but are there enough programmes about poetry and 

culture?” (Gaelic engagement event, Stornoway) 

 



 

 

Religion is a very important strand in Gaelic life and culture. There is regular Sunday 

worship in Dèanamaid Adhradh and faith-based programming in Alleluia.  

 

There is strong support for Gaelic and Scottish music in A’Mire ri Moir, Tiompan, Ceathream 

Ciuill and the piping programme Crunluath, and provision of classical music presented in 

Gaelic in Gleus. The weekly greetings programme Na Dùrachdan is a universal favourite. 

Listeners in Stornoway discussed the network’s overall music policy and some considered 

that there was “too much Lowland music, too much dance music”.  

 

But it was clear from audience engagement that there is a thirst for more programmes 

about Gaelic life and culture. The station has played an important role in recording Gaelic 

cultural life and personalities for posterity. If this requires additional resources, every effort 

should be made to find them.   

 

The network’s lack of comedy or drama was raised as a concern at all three Gaelic 

engagement events.    

 

Children and learners 

Education series that support Gaelic medium education and other learners was 

strengthened in 2014 with an extended version of Beag air Bheag alongside continued 

provision of the children’s educational magazine programme Aileag and provision for adult 

learners in Litir do luchd-ionnsachaidh and An Litir Bheag. 

 

“Learners find Litir helpful but the subjects could be a bit more contemporary” 

(Gaelic engagement event, Glasgow) 

  

Segments of the Beag air Bheag broadcasts are made available on the programme website in 

in a format which constitutes a rich resource for learners at many stages. The network 

offers a range of podcasts for learners (and sports fans) and provided resources for the 

learngaelic.net site launched in 2011 and has continued to contribute to the Gaelic heritage 

web resource Tobar an Dualchais. Resources for pupils taking National 4, National 5 and 

Higher courses in Gaelic are available on the BBC Learning Scotland website. 

 

An article on the service review in the National newspaper asked if there could not be 

room on Radio Scotland for a Gaelic learners programme. Members consider that the 

question may highlight an anomaly in BBC Scotland language strategy: why is there room for 

English on the Gaelic channel but none for Gaelic on an English language network (where, in 

any case, learners are more likely to come across it)?  

 

The next generation of speakers 

The network’s evening strand Rapal has provided imaginative, contemporary content for the 

younger audience on whom the future of the language depends, giving a national platform 

for the idiomatic, contemporary Gaelic of the next generation of speakers.   

 

Social media are likely to prove vital for the future of the language. There is a Twitter page 

for the network, and one for a leading presenter with a high profile among younger listeners. 

Performance of /alba grew strongly during 2015 driven by TV and iPlayer. A lively presence 

has been established on Facebook and Twitter by Radio nan Gàidheal and BBC 



 

 

Naidheachdan (Gaelic online news page), on Twitter by BBC Spors (sport) and BBC Aimsir 

(weather), and on Facebook for individual Radio nan Gàidheal programmes Rapal, Eòrpa, 

Siubhal gu Seachd le Pluto and others.  

 

Younger audience members at the meeting on Skye praised the use of social media made by 

the evening programme Rapal especially the Monday edition which features listeners as 

guest presenters. Some suggested that young people were going to social media to interact 

in Gaelic partly because Radio nan Gàidheal/BBC ALBA do not offer this opportunity. 

However, as noted above, the network is now well established on social media and has seen 

substantial increases in activity in the last year. The next step should perhaps be to develop 

an editorial proposition to stimulate maximum interaction with and between its younger 

audience members.   

 

Points from previous review (2011) 

(a) ─ Gaps in the schedule 

The 2011 review noted that there was scope to increase provision of children’s 

programmes, documentaries and drama and news at weekends but that “the extent to 

which resources will be available to fulfil these ambitions is uncertain, particularly in the 

wake of the new licence fee settlement”.  

 

Council engagement for the 2016 review has indicated that while BBC ALBA is a very 

welcome addition to Gaelic media, the Gaelic audience still sees Radio nan Gàidheal as vital 

to the future of the language and of the community itself. Meanwhile, the shortfall in content 

provision remains while the financial context has become, if anything, even more 

constrained. With no news service over weekends, the network remains incomplete.  

 

The Trust review in 2011 said that “partnership funding should not be relied upon to deliver 

recurring content”. But if BBC Scotland is unable to fund content to fill the public service 

gaps in the station’s schedule, external sources of funding should perhaps be explored.  

 

(b) ─ Demographic focus 

The 2011 review noted a demand for more content relating to listeners’ local area but 

argued that the network should “retain its local focus” on the Highlands and Islands. The 

Council feels this should be kept under review. The Gàidhealtachd is currently undergoing 

significant demographic change, with a slow decline in the traditional heartland and a shift 

towards younger speakers and to learners based in the cities. There is some audience 

comment that much of the schedule has become ‘formulaic’ and that areas of it should now 

evolve. The station should be a vehicle for the language, but not a guardian.  

 

“It’s important to keep making new things even though many in the Gaelic 

demographic aren’t really keen on it, to engage with younger people” (Gaelic 

engagement event, Glasgow) 

 

As the balance between fluent speakers and learners continues to evolve, the case for 

including more coverage of the ‘new Gaels’ strengthens. To bridge to transition between 

these two audiences, Radio nan Gàidheal will need gradual replenishment and refurbishment. 

 

Radio nan Gàidheal and BBC ALBA 



 

 

BBC ALBA may have drawn some in the audience away from Radio nan Gàidheal: 

 

“It’s been put a bit in the shade by ALBA, so I don’t listen” (Gaelic engagement event, 

Glasgow) 

 

But ambiguity in attitude towards the TV service has become more evident among the 

Gaelic audience, perhaps as the novelty of BBC ALBA wears off. Its core offer of news, 

documentary and drama is highly appreciated. But the partial dilution of BBC ALBA by 

content aimed at a wider audience seems to have reinforced Gaelic speakers’ appreciation 

of the ‘Gaelic-only’ service offered by Radio nan Gàidheal.  

 

At the Council’s audience engagement events in Glasgow, Skye and Stornoway, Radio nan 

Gàidheal was described as an “anchor” of Gaelic culture and community and an 

“irreplaceable” resource for the language. As the only comprehensive broadcast medium 

addressed solely at the Gaelic community, it is a unique embodiment of the living language.  

 

“There should be no compromise in the protection of Radio nan Gàidheal as a 

Gaelic-only service – no tinkering!” (Gaelic engagement event, Stornoway) 

 

Performance 

Reach to Radio nan Gàidheal has fluctuated a little in recent years, but remains strong at 

nearly 70 per cent of Gaelic speakers. Listening hours remain broadly steady at 7.6 hours a 

week and the average appreciation index at 8.5 is high. 

 

4 ― BBC ALBA 

 

Overall remit 

The channel has a remit to serve Gaelic speakers, learners and (more widely) those 

interested in the language and culture. It serves these disparate audiences through a dual 

strategy of, broadly, focusing on programmes for the core Gaelic community until 9pm and 

offering content which is more accessible to non-speakers thereafter.  

 

The channel is high quality, innovative, challenging and engaging.  

 

“It does pretty well given the resources – there’s really good docs which I like” 

 

“There’s very innovative use of archive” 

 

“Production values - people thought it’d be rubbish, but no – what could be better 

than Leugh Mi? It doesn’t cost much, but it’s excellent” 

 (Gaelic engagement event, Glasgow) 

 

The channel has a strong record of innovation which includes commissioning contemporary 

Gaelic drama Bannan and new comedy like Gaol@Gael, supporting new talent in the form of 

the Gaelic short film scheme FilmG, and technological innovation such as the introduction of 

a Red Button option for English language sports commentary. 

 

Core audience 



 

 

The channel offers high quality news and current affairs for the Gaelic audience in the nightly 

news programme An Là and the iconic weekly European affairs magazine Eòrpa. An Là is the 

programme most watched by the core audience. There is an absence of originated news 

coverage at weekends which, given the audience appetite for news in Gaelic, is a serious 

deficit.  

 

Eòrpa has long been a model for enlightening, comparative journalism on topical social issues 

and can rarely have been more relevant for audiences as now, in the run-up to a 

referendum on the UK’s membership of the EU. The Council believes that BBC Scotland’s 

schedules would be greatly enriched by an English language version of this programme.  

 

Platforms for live discussion are provided for elections and referendums such as Rathad an 

Referendum during the independence debate.  

 

Younger audience members at the engagement event at Sabhal Mòr Ostaig on Skye – in 

common with young people in any linguistic group - did not view the channel as a source of 

news: they expressed a strong preference for more comedy, drama and contemporary 

music.  

 

Drama is another powerful draw for the core audience. One episode of the drama Bannan 

reached four-fifths of all Gaelic speakers. The channel also provides regular factual 

programming on a wide range of topics from a Gaelic perspective like the feature series 

Trusadh and observational documentaries like Balaich a’Bhiobaill which followed students 

training for ministry in the Free Church of Scotland. 

 

However, there are complaints from the core audience about programmes which “imitate 

English formats” such as the baking programme Fuine and the Top Gear-lookalike Air an 

Rathad. 

 

“Why watch if it’s just BBC formats translated into Gaelic? Seek inspiration from 

Gaelic life and experience” (Gaelic engagement event, Sabhal Mòr Ostaig) 

 

There is some ambiguity in the core audience about the sports coverage, chiefly football and 

rugby, which draws much of the non-Gaelic audience. The channel has brought coverage of 

lower league Scottish football and junior international matches that would otherwise be 

unavailable free-to-view.  

 

“But why is the sport put on our channel? It should be on BBC One” (Gaelic 

engagement event, Glasgow) 

 

But there is recognition among many in the core audience that drawing non-speakers to the 

channel may have indirect benefits for the language community: 

 

“The sport converts people to the language – changes attitudes, hearts and minds!”  

(Gaelic engagement event, Glasgow) 

 

Overall, the attitude to the channel of many in the Gaelic audience is distinctly ambiguous. 

Some perceive the channel to have become ‘Anglified’: 



 

 

“Much of it isn’t particularly Gaelic”  

 

“In the comedy, the punchlines are too often in English” (Gaelic engagement event, 

Glasgow) 

 

Children and learners 

The channel supports both young and adult learners with the learners programme Speaking 

Our Language, and with video and accompanying text from a wide range of genres in the 

“Coimhead” (“Watch”) section of the learngaelic.net website. There is a lack of dedicated 

education programming particularly at the vital early stages.  

 

The channel also aims to appeal to a wider audience with an interest in Gaelic or Scottish 

culture, but little or no knowledge of the language. It is clear from public engagement that a 

section of the non-Gaelic audience highly values the factual output for its human stories in a 

Scottish context and its general sense of being rooted in contemporary Scottish experience. 

It is the channel’s accessibility – achieved through use of English and of sub-titles – which 

makes this possible.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Programmes for children in Gaelic-speaking homes and/or Gaelic-medium education are 

vital for the survival of the language. There is a strong provision of versioned animations 

built around the long-running magazine De a-nis? which plays a critical role in creating a 

sense of a contemporary Gaelic community for young speakers with its lively mix of music 

and features, and the scope it offers young viewers to interact with the channel. The 

adaptation of the popular children’s book Katie Morag (in conjunction with BBC FOUR) has 

been a particular audience success.   

 

Wider audience 

Among the wider, non-Gaelic speaking audience the most popular genres are sport and 

music.  

 

“My highlight of the week is the district rugby on ALBA” (Non-Gaelic speaker, 

engagement event, Elgin) 

 

From the perspective of this audience, the channel does reflect Gaelic culture and promotes 

awareness of it in Scotland and to a degree across the UK.  

 

“BBC ALBA is wonderful for traditional music” (Audience Council engagement, Elgin) 

 

There is concern about what will happen “when Rangers go up”. Some in the core Gaelic 

audience suggested it would be an opportunity to showcase more “island” sports; others 

are anxious that the present Championship coverage is maintained.  

 

A wider consideration would be a possible effect on the channel’s overall reach: football is 

the most-watched genre among the Scotland-wide audience, and there was a considerable 

jump in reach in autumn 2012 when Rangers entered a league division for which BBC ALBA 

held some broadcast rights.  

 

Repeats 



 

 

Nearly three-quarters of the channel’s output consists of repeats. Among both the core and 

the wider audience there is acknowledgement that this is too high. There has been a slight 

drop in reach to the Gaelic audience in recent months which may be driven by the 

relentless repeat pattern. In spite of the innovation evident in original programming, the high 

level of repeats is likely to impact adversely on perceptions of the channel as original.   

 

Quality of broadcast Gaelic   

There is a debate among the core audience about the quality of broadcast Gaelic. Listeners 

in Stornoway praised the Friday edition of ‘Prògram Choinnich’ on Radio nan Gàidheal as 

“the most natural Gaelic we hear”, but concerns were raised that some of the Gaelic in 

BBC ALBA’s children’s programmes was “mi-nadarrach” (“unnatural”). At the events in 

Glasgow and Skye it was suggested that a language policy for children’s programmes be put 

in place because of the importance of setting high standards in broadcasts for young 

speakers. 

 

In the long run, the channel should move away from the over-dependence on versioned 

animations and develop original children’s content in a wider range of genres. 

 

Overall, while the core audience is highly appreciative of the service, there is dissatisfaction 

with its limitations. Budgetary constraints mean that the channel cannot provide the full 

range of public service broadcasting to help complete the Gaelic language corpus. This will 

require more consistent provision of factual, drama, comedy and satire: 

 

“We need to aim for an ‘àrainneachd làn-Ghàidhlig” [all-Gaelic environment] as 

much as possible” (Gaelic engagement event, Glasgow) 

 

Sub-titles and channel strategy 

There has been public debate about the use of sub-titles on BBC ALBA. The issue is a 

pragmatic one about the convenience of individual viewers, but also raises fundamental 

questions about the channel current dual strategy of seeking to focus on the needs of the 

core audience until 21:00hrs and being more accessible to non-speakers thereafter. 

 

Some in the audience argue that there should be no English on a Gaelic TV channel, and 

where this is necessary (as sometimes in news bulletins for example) the English sound track 

should be subtitled in Gaelic. Some in the Gaelic audience, and some learners, consider that 

Gaelic language subtitles should be made available.  

 

“Sub-titles in Gaelic would be useful for learners, especially if on the Red Button”  

“All other BBC channels have closed sub-titles – why not us?”  (Gaelic engagement 

event, Glasgow) 

 

Some Gaelic speakers lack confidence in writing as this was not always taught in schools: 

sub-titles in Gaelic would assist speakers (and learners) wishing to strengthen their literacy 

skills.  

 

Research conducted for the Gaelic language agency MG Alba in 2014 indicated that most 

speakers, whether fluent or non-fluent, do not find the sub-titles “off-putting” and agree that 

they “encourage non-speakers to view the channel”. A similar consensus was evident at the 



 

 

Gaelic engagement events held by the Council, but most people seem to feel that audiences 

should be given a choice in the matter if possible.  

 

Some in the Gaelic audience view BBC ALBA as “an ambiguous creature: Gaels see it as ‘not 

Gaelic’…” (Gaelic engagement event) and there is a sense that the Gaelic identity of the 

service has become diluted over time. Of three minister’s wives featured in the 2014 series 

Bean a’ Mhinisteir, for example, two were English speakers.  

 

The Council acknowledges the integrity of the argument for a ‘Gaelic-only’ channel, and this 

may be achievable in time.  

 

Data from the Scottish Social Attitudes Survey in 2013 suggested that broadcasting was an 

important determinant of social attitudes to Gaelic and that a majority of Scots were 

supportive of efforts to sustain the language. ALBA’s dual strategy is likely to be a significant 

driver of these attitudes. Members believe the need to nurture the language through its 

current renaissance remains a priority and that abandoning the strategy could endanger the 

language.  

 

Audience concerns about sub-titles and language policy should be openly addressed.  We 

urge the BBC to explore the technical and financial possibilities for providing viewers with a 

range of sub-title options: if giving viewers a choice is technically possible, it should be 

offered. We believe the channel should formulate a language policy so that it may be held 

accountable for the proportion of Gaelic in its output. But we believe a ‘Gaelic-only’ policy 

could risk returning the language to a ghetto. 

 

The Council’s Charter submission highlighted two other strategic priorities: reducing the 

volume of repeats and providing for the critical 12-25 age group. Members noted the BBC’s 

intention to “move faster online to reach younger, digital audiences with content that is 

relevant to their lives”. A need for this was evidenced by the audience engagement for this 

review. Provision of comedy could play a vital role in keeping the language integral to the 

lives of 12-25 year olds.  

 

Performance 

The reach of the channel to both speakers and non-speakers exceeds the targets set by the 

Trust. However, the channel can only afford to originate around an hour of programming a 

day. Appreciation remains strong, but is likely to erode if the proportion of repeats remains 

at its present high level.  

 

5 ― BBC SCOTLAND SERVICE LICENCE  

 

This review has assessed TV and online news for Scotland, Radio Scotland, Radio nan 

Gàidheal and the Gaelic TV channel BBC ALBA run in partnership with MG Alba. Non-news 

TV output for Scotland was reviewed as part of the 2014 review of television services, and 

network news coverage of Scotland as part of the review of 2014 review of news and 

current affairs. The level of detail in the relevant services licences varies, and there is no 

holistic statement of the dedicated services licence payers in Scotland might expect from the 

BBC. This means that parts of the overall Scottish service have been reviewed without 

reference to the wider BBC Scotland context. The present review has raised issues which it 



 

 

makes best sense to consider in the context of the totality of BBC Scotland’s service.  At a 

time of budgetary restraint, it will make sense to move resources from an area of 

duplication to plug a gap elsewhere. 

 

In its 2014 annual review and its Charter submission in January 2016, the Council 

recommended the creation of an over-arching service licence for BBC services in Scotland 

to help them work more efficiently together, build a more transparent relationship with its 

consumers, and help to support robust regulation and accountability. It would also assist a 

more autonomous BBC Scotland to react more quickly to changing circumstances and 

changing audience needs. 
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